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On behalf of the Strategic Partners, Board and Staff 
of the Commonwealth Enterprise and Investment 
Council, I wish to relay our best wishes and sincere 
thanks for your extraordinary leadership of the 
Commonwealth and Commonwealth Business 
Community throughout the past 70 years.

As you will see from the messages in this book, 
the regard for Your Majesty and Your Majesty’s 
leadership is shared across the Commonwealth. 
The Commonwealth Enterprise and Investment 
Council has Strategic Partners from all five regions 
of the Commonwealth, who share our belief in the 
enduring strength of the Commonwealth Family, and 
its promise for the future. Those of us who have had 
the pleasure of working within the Commonwealth 
know that its greatest strength is the power of its 
network, its unique ability to bring people together.

At the Commonwealth Enterprise and Investment 
Council, we use this network to promote trade 
and investment across the Commonwealth, helping 

businesses to prosper, and governments create  
new opportunities for their citizens. We are also  
delighted to support the Commonwealth’s young 
population, and we know that the future of the  
Commonwealth is secured through the passion 
of its youth, the next generation of Commonwealth 
business leaders.

As our network continues to grow, we know that 
there is a palpable global appetite to access the 
Commonwealth family, the strength of which is 
testament to your enduring and steadfast leadership. 
Our future is very bright indeed.

Once again, on behalf of the Commonwealth 
Business Community, may I send you the warmest 
best wishes on your Platinum Jubilee.

I have the honour to be, Madam, Your Majesty’s 
humble and obedient servant
 
Lord Marland, Chairman of CWEIC

Your Majesty,



Your Majesty,

Having served as a Minister of State in the Foreign and Commonwealth 
Office where my responsibilities included the Commonwealth as an 
institution, I have first-hand knowledge of the great strengths of the 
Association, and at CWEIC I have seen its bright future.

The Rt Hon Sir Hugo Swire KCMG  |  Deputy Chair, CWEIC

It is a great honour to have been appointed to lead this Commonwealth 
Organisation. The Commonwealth is an extraordinary family of nations, 
and it is a great pleasure to be playing a role in promoting the  
business community.

Rosie Glazebrook  |  CEO, CWEIC

The Commonwealth has been a huge part of my life, I have worked across 
many Commonwealth countries and witnessed the great power the 
association has to bring its citizens together. Thank you for your leadership 
and the inspiration you offer to so many.

Mohamed Amersi  |  Board Member, CWEIC 

 
The Commonwealth is a remarkably ‘young’ institution, the opportunity 
for young business leaders and entrepreneurs to leverage this vast and 
synergistic network is still largely untapped. Under your leadership the 
Commonwealth has grown into an institution that truly inspires young 
business leaders and provides them with a global market for the future.

Niro Cooke  |  Board Member, CWEIC
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As Malta’s Head of CHOGM and CWEIC board member, the Commonwealth 
has been a central part of my life. I am always impressed by the 
Commonwealth’s network and its capacity to inspire the diverse people it 
brings together. As host of the inaugural Women’s Forum, it was an honour 
for Malta to welcome The Queen, one of the world’s most inspiring leaders.

Phyllis Muscat  |  Board Member, CWEIC 

Your Majesty

I have both lived and worked in a number of countries across the 
Commonwealth and have seen the respect and regard that the 
Commonwealth citizens hold for you personally. The current strength of 
the Commonwealth is a great testament to your leadership and steadfast 
commitment, over the past 70 years, to this family of nations.

Pamela O’Leary  |  Board Member, CWEIC

I have seen the extraordinary power of the Commonwealth across; 
commerce, sport, and friendships all enabled through a shared  
history which unites our countries. The future is very bright for the  
Commonwealth as it evolves to become a key socio-economic body  
for the 21st century and beyond!

Babatunde Soyoye  |  Board Member, CWEIC 



ACCA

Helen Brand OBE
CEO, ACCA Global
United Kingdom

Your Majesty, with warmest congratulations on 
your Platinum Jubilee. You granted the Royal 
Charter to the Association in 1974. The Royal 
Charter and what it represents has enabled us 
to advance the profession for the public good. 
Today we operate across the Commonwealth; 
our mission is to open opportunity to all, by 
removing entry barriers to the profession.

Africa Legal Associates 

Gabby Asare Otchere-Darko
Senior Partner, Africa Legal Associates
Ghana

As we celebrate the anniversary of your  
70-year reign, we continue to be inspired by  
your long years of service to the United Kingdom 
and beyond. Remain assured, Your Majesty, that 
your commitment to seeing the Commonwealth 
grow in a meaningful manner makes us proud as 
members. Best wishes!

 Africa Law Practice NG & Co.

Olasupo Shasore, SAN
Senior Partner, Africa Law Practice NG & Co.
Nigeria

Queen Elizabeth II has been ‘the Commonwealth 
monarch’. Her stable leadership covers its growth 
and sustained relevance. At this time, ‘The 
Business world’ appreciates the community as a 
trade system for opportunities and services. As 
a law firm we are delighted beneficiaries of its 
enterprise and investment community.

Algo Fuels

Tim Williamson
Director, Algo Fuels
United Kingdom

ALGO wishes to express our sincere gratitude 
to Her Majesty The Queen for the steadfast 
leadership of the Commonwealth community 
and consider it a great privilege to be associated 
with such a prestigious organization. The 
Commonwealth provides ALGO with a unique 
platform to access international markets with 
unparalleled credibility.
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BTP Advisers Limited

Mark Pursey
Founder and CEO, BTP Advisers 
United Kingdom

There are neighbours – and there is family. We 
are countries across the world united not by 
common borders – but by common language, 
governance, standards, and with a common 
future, around which some certainties – the 
Crown – do not alter.

Brunswick Group

Sir Alan Parker CVO
Chairman, Brunswick Group 
United Kingdom

Today we come together from all corners of 
the Commonwealth to thank Her Majesty for 
her vision and commitment which continues to 
inspire our collective values and ambitions. In an 
increasingly uncertain and changing world, the 
network of connections nurtured by the modern 
Commonwealth are more important than ever. 

British International Investment

Nick O’Donohoe
CEO, British International Investment
United Kingdom

British International Investment shares with the 
Commonwealth the goals of economic growth, 
sustainability, and the development of inclusive 
societies. Her Majesty The Queen’s leadership 
of the Commonwealth over the last 70 years 
has provided a model for our own work. That 
includes building partnerships across countries to 
deliver positive change.

Bassadone Automotive Group

Kevin R Jones
Group Executive Chairman
Bassadone Automotive Group
Gibraltar

Your Majesty. You are a true inspiration with the 
hard work, effort and total devotion you have 
shown to people throughout the Commonwealth 
during your magnificent reign as our Queen.
Your leadership, passion and grace in what you 
do is truly exemplary, I am proud to be British.
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Capital Maharaja Group

Sashi Rajamahendran
Chairman, Capital Maharaja Group
Sri Lanka

I have always had a great admiration for Her 
Majesty The Queen, a Head of State who has 
dedicated her life in service to her people. The 
leadership she has given the Commonwealth of 
Nations has always been a guiding light for world 
peace and social order.

Cameroon National  
Shippers’ Council

Auguste Mbappe Penda
Director General,  
Cameroon National Shippers’ Council
Cameroon

A world figure to some, Queen to many, and 
yet I see a mentor in Your Majesty. Heading 
the Commonwealth, you open your arms to 
many, bringing them development and trade 
opportunities. A friend in need, and a friend 
indeed to Cameroon. We are blessed to have 
you. Long live Her Majesty The Queen.

Cayman Islands Government

Eric Bush, Cert.Hon., JP
Chief Officer, Ministry of Investment, Innovation 
and Social Development 
Cayman Islands Government

Her Majesty The Queen embodies the British 
Constitution, providing the ultimate source of 
law for the Cayman Islands and our fellow British 
Overseas Territories. It is upon this bedrock that 
the Cayman Islands’ economy is founded, serving 
as a catalyst for creativity and innovation that 
drives economic prosperity around the world.     

Charltons Law

Julia Charlton
Partner, Charltons 
Hong Kong 

Her Majesty The Queen, throughout her amazing 
life, has been an icon of feminist leadership, 
leading with courage, strength, good humour, 
compassion, open mindedness, flexibility and 
resolve. The women in the Commonwealth are 
especially fortunate to be blessed and inspired 
with Her Majesty as their leadership role model!
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City of London

Alderman Sir Alan Yarrow FCSI (hon)
Former Lord Mayor of the City of London

Your Majesty. 

Many Congratulations on your Platinum Jubilee. 
You are a shining example of a person who is 
devoted to their duty. You have done it with 
dedication and humour and have won the hearts, 
minds and respect of people all over the World 
and in particular from the Commonwealth.

Cititrust Holdings

Yemi Adefisan
Group Chief Executive,  
Cititrust Holdings Plc
Nigeria

Her Majesty The Queen has strived passionately 
to improve the economic ties within the 
Commonwealth. As one family, member 
countries like Nigeria have used this long-standing 
connection to advance global agreement over 
crucial issues such as trade, debt, security, good 
governance and sustainable financial systems.

Consolidated Bank Ghana

Daniel Wilson Addo
CEO, Consolidated Bank Ghana Ltd (CBG)
Ghana

Your Majesty, I feel privileged and honoured to 
be a native of Ghana, a Commonwealth country, 
and to be part of the 70th anniversary of Your 
Majesty’s ascension to the Throne. Your Majesty’s 
exemplary leadership is a great inspiration for 
me. On this occasion, I wish Your Majesty, good 
health and God’s blessings.

Coventry University

Professor John Latham CBE
Vice-Chancellor, Coventry University Group 
United Kingdom 

Receiving the Queen’s Anniversary Prize in 
2020 was a true honour: a testimony both to 
our enterprising partnerships and The Queen’s 
unwavering support for innovation in Higher 
Education. Her Majesty’s leadership of the 
Commonwealth inspires us as we strive to create 
better futures for our global learners.
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Crown Agents Bank

Bhairav Trivedi 
CEO, Crown Agents Bank
United Kingdom 

The Commonwealth has been reborn over Her 
Majesty’s reign. It is in our Bank’s DNA; our 
payments and FX expertise has been helping to 
transform livelihoods, societies and economies 
across the Commonwealth family for 200 years. 
The Commonwealth has shaped our past and 
continues to shape our future.

Crown Agents

Fergus Drake
Chief Executive, Crown Agents
United Kingdom

Crown Agents has strong links to the Crown, not 
only in name, but also to its values of integrity, 
service and leadership. For 70 years, Her Majesty 
has led by example for the global public good; an 
exemplary standard that drives all our work at 
Crown Agents around the globe. 

 

C|T Group

Sir Lynton Crosby AO
CEO, C|T Group
United Kingdom

Your Majesty’s exemplary leadership of the 
Commonwealth over the past 70 years – 
hallmarked by the enduring values of dedication, 
determination and discretion – is and forever  
will be an inspiration for every world leader.  
Our humble and heartfelt congratulations on 
your Platinum Jubilee.

Custodian Investment

Wole Oshin
MD & CEO, Custodian Investment Plc
Nigeria

Your Majesty, permit me to join Nigerian and 
Commonwealth citizens in congratulating you on 
your Platinum Jubilee. Your vision and leadership 
of the Commonwealth has helped to foster close 
trade and business relationships across member 
countries over the years. 

We are truly glad to be associated with you.
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De La Rue

Clive Vacher
CEO, De La Rue plc
United Kingdom

The Commonwealth has always been at the very 
heart of our business, and we are extremely 
fortunate to have been involved with this great 
family of nations. We have a collective role model 
in Her Majesty The Queen who unites all of us in 
her inspiring leadership. Her Majesty The Queen’s 
portrait today is seen on 
so many currencies across 
the globe, new and old, and 
the recently launched award 
winning Eastern Caribbean 
Central Bank helps us celebrate 
this wonderful occasion.

db Group

Robert Debono
CEO, db Group
Malta

Her Majesty The Queen has been a 
uniquely inspiring figure to her country, the 
Commonwealth, and the entire world. Decades 
roll by and history twists and turns. Yet Her 
Majesty’s serene leadership remains a bright and 
far-reaching beacon for all. As an entrepreneur, 
Her impeccable prudence has been a never-
ending master class.

Emilianides Katsaros LLC

Costas Katsaros 
Managing Partner, Emilianides Katsaros LLC
Cyprus

Her Majesty The Queen, is a living example of 
devotion to duty and public service, resilience 
and courage. She is a source of inspiration, a 
role model for leadership and a pillar for the 
Commonwealth’s unity and prosperity.

eTranzact Ghana

George Babafemi
Executive Director, eTranzact Ghana Ltd
Ghana

To me, The Queen epitomises peace and 
strength amidst challenges and adversities. Her 
accommodative nature and the recognition 
of the contribution of the members have 
further strengthened the influence of the 
Commonwealth by affording companies like ours 
an opportunity to share in the prosperity of the 
Commonwealth.
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Famfa Oil

Apostle Folorunso Alakija 
Vice Chairman, Famfa Oil Limited 
Nigeria

I celebrate Her Majesty The Queen on the 
commemoration of her Platinum Jubilee.  
You pledged your life to the services of the 
Commonwealth built on the higher qualities of 
friendship, loyalty, desire for freedom and peace. 
Indeed, your leadership qualities are an inspiration 
to many all over the world.

EY Cayman

Layman Daniel Scott, OBE, JP
Regional Managing Partner, EY Cayman Ltd
Cayman Islands 

On the occasion of Your Majesty’s Platinum 
Jubilee, we offer our gratitude and admiration 
for Your Majesty’s steadfast, courageous and 
selfless leadership. Which has served as an 
invaluable inspiration to leaders across the globe 
– in the private and public sectors, and the 
community at large.

FSD Africa

Mark Napier
CEO, FSD Africa
Kenya

From Kenya, we warmly congratulate  
Her Majesty on the remarkable 
achievement of her 70-year reign and 
humbly express our deep gratitude for her 
peerless service and leadership.  

Gem Diamonds

Glenn Turner
Chief Legal and Commercial Officer and 
Company Secretary
Gem Diamonds Ltd 
Lesotho

Gem Diamonds sends its warmest 
congratulations to Her Majesty on the 
remarkable occasion of the Platinum Jubilee.   
As members of the Commonwealth Enterprise 
and Investment Council, Gem Diamonds is 
incredibly proud to support the social and 
economic prosperity of the Kingdom of Lesotho.
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Gibraltar Finance

Hon Albert Isola MP
Minister for Digital, Financial Services & Public Utilities
HM Government of Gibraltar
Gibraltar

We have great pleasure in extending to Her Majesty, 
on the occasion of her Platinum Jubilee, our warmest 
best wishes for the inspirational leadership she 
continues to provide. In addition to the lifetime of 
unfailing service and commitment that she has so 
graciously provided to the Commonwealth  
of Nations.

Ghana EXIM Bank

Lawrence Agyinsam 
CEO, Ghana EXIM Bank 
Ghana 

The Queen has been an abiding force of 
influence in spurring comradeship and trade 
among the membership of the Commonwealth. 
This has been a significant propeller of economic 
growth and development in our mutual 
countries. It engenders our participation in a host 
of collaborative ventures offering opportunity to 
many women and youth.

Government of Cameroon

Professor Kelly Mua Kingsley
Director Finance Operations of the State
Ministry of Finance /Treasury Directorate 
Cameroon

Her Majesty represents our shared history 
and a shared future, one that has reinforced 
the closeness and resolve of common-
wealth member countries. Her astute and 
compassionate leadership represents progress 
and cooperation, which has underpinned 
prosperity in both the UK and Cameroon.

Government of Malta

Phyllis Muscat
Chair, Malta International Contemporary Art
Space (MICAS)
Chair, CHOGM 2015 Taskforce
Malta

Your Majesty, it was my great pleasure and 
honour to lead the CHOGM 2015 taskforce 
in Malta, on behalf of the Government, and to 
receive you and the Commonwealth Leaders in 
Valetta. Your leadership of the Commonwealth 
throughout your reign is an inspiration to us 
all, long may it continue. I give you my warmest 
congratulations on your Platinum Jubilee.
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Hassans International Law Firm

James Levy CBE QC
Senior Partner, Hassans International Law Firm 
Limited, for and on behalf of the partners and 
staff at Hassans and Line Group Limited Gibraltar.
Gibraltar

With pride and jubilation, I offer my warmest 
congratulations on Your Majesty’s Platinum 
Jubilee. We celebrate, with everlasting and 
dedicated loyalty, Your Majesty’s own ‘inviolable 
strength’ as Monarch, using Your Majesty’s own 
words describing the people of Gibraltar during 
the Royal Visit here in May 1954.  
Long live The Queen!

Griffiths & Partners

David Cadman QC
Partner, Griffiths & Partners
Turks and Caicos Islands

70 years as a Sovereign has been exemplary 
public service. It has brought unequalled stability 
and continuity, for which there is simply no 
parallel in the modern world. It is testament 
to the character and personal qualities of the 
Queen, as well as the enduring value of an 
ancient institution.

HM Government of Gibraltar

Dominique Searle MBE
Gibraltar Representative to the UK
HM Government of Gibraltar
Gibraltar

There are two great Rocks – the Rock of Gibraltar 
and its steadfast Queen Elizabeth II. 
The values and principles she defends underwrite 
Gibraltar’s passion about being British.

The Royal visit of May 10th 1954 was the Rock’s 
red-letter day and we will always warmly receive 
our Royal Family.

Hypower Engineering

Tulsi Wallooppillai 
Managing Director, Hypower Engineering 
International (Pte) Ltd 
Singapore 

I admire The Queen, for her devotion to duty. 
She has been a reassuringly constant presence in 
my life, for her pivotal role in the Commonwealth 
and in Sri Lanka & Singapore. This has also helped 
me to network internationally. At CWEIC, I have 
seen the strength of its convening power.
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Irwin Mitchell

Bryan Bletso
Head of International, Irwin Mitchell LLP
United Kingdom

We owe deep gratitude to Her Majesty The 
Queen for her life-long dedication to the UK and 
the Commonwealth, upholding the values which 
the UK and the Commonwealth hold in high 
esteem and always representing us in a way that 
will be impossible to replicate.

Inclusive Ventures Group

Mohamed Amersi
Chairman, The Amersi Foundation
United Kingdom

Your Majesty: on this momentous occasion, please 
accept our congratulations and best wishes for 
so nobly and selflessly serving this nation, the 
Realms and the Commonwealth. You have been 
a tremendous source of inspiration, a remarkable 
leader, ruling with grace, dignity, and determination. 
A truly shining beacon to all of humanity.

KPMG Cayman

Andrew Stepaniuk 
Managing Partner, KPMG in the Cayman Islands 
Cayman Islands 

KPMG in the Cayman Islands extends our 
heartfelt gratitude for the support our jurisdiction 
receives as part of the Commonwealth. The 
professional integrity and prosperous economy 
the Cayman Islands is renowned for has emerged 
from the UK framework, the foundation upon 
which we rely, and for that we thank you.

LandAfrique Group

Kolapo Lawson FCA
Chairman, LandAfrique Group
Nigeria

As a six-year-old, I accompanied my four-year-
old sister to present a bouquet to the Queen 
on her first visit to Nigeria in 1956, and from 
then she has symbolized for me the elevated 
and the noble.  My company: farsightedness.
Commonwealth and country: selfless  
devotion to duty.
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Life Partners Ltd

Zoe Ley
Founder & Chairman, Life Partners Ltd
United Kingdom 

Your Majesty,
It is impossible to understate the enormous debt 
of gratitude felt across the UK & Commonwealth 
for your extraordinary lifetime of selfless 
service. You have been a lifelong inspiration – 
of dignity, intelligence and elegance, as well as 
inspiring my deep love for dogs! Thank you, and 
congratulations for your historic Jubilee.

Leadway Assurance Company

Tunde Hassan-Odukale
MD/CEO, Leadway Assurance Company Limited
Nigeria

As an organisation that has spanned over five 
decades, our greatest lesson from the reign 
of Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II, is that 
sustainable value creation is achievable. From Her 
Majesty’s 70-year long and deeply impactful reign, 
we have gleaned the value of longevity, both in 
leadership and impact creation.

LuLu Group International

Yusuff Ali M.A.
Chairman & Managing Director, LuLu Group 
International & Y International Ltd UK
United Arab Emirates

Her Majesty The Queen epitomises the great 
qualities of compassion, unwavering dignity and 
sovereignty for the Commonwealth. A steadfast 
global icon in fast changing world. Highly revered 
and respected throughout the Middle East. 

Maples Group

Jonathan Green
Global Managing Partner, Maples Group
Cayman Islands

The Maples Group joins the Cayman Islands 
and the Commonwealth in celebration of Her 
Majesty The Queen’s Platinum Jubilee.  We 
recognise the remarkable and positive impact the 
Monarch has within our local community and 
sincerely thank Her Majesty for a most dutiful, 
historic and truly inspiring 70-year reign. 
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Price Bailey

Martin Clapson FCA
Managing Director, Price Bailey
United Kingdom

Since Price Bailey was founded, we have operated 
within a changing world with many different 
economic, political and social issues. Throughout 
this, Her Majesty The Queen has been a constant 
beacon for the Commonwealth, and her public 
service has been and will continue to be, an 
inspiration to many generations.

Novare Equity Partners

Derrick Roper
CEO, Novare Equity Partners
South Africa

It is an enormous privilege to be associated 
with the Commonwealth’s Business Network 
seeing 54 member nations working together to 
promote trade and investments especially for 
Novare that represent not only South Africa, but 
sub-Saharan Africa. Congratulations Your Majesty, 
on Your 70-year reign. We wish Her Majesty a 
blessed Platinum Jubilee celebration.

Prime Atlantic

Ayo Otuyalo
Group Managing Director, Prime Atlantic Limited
Nigeria

Our exposure to countries within the 
Commonwealth provides business opportunities 
that will allow us to build capacity in it and 
expand our business outside Nigeria. All of this 
is made possible by the exceptional leadership 
of Her Majesty The Queen, and we salute Her 
Majesty on her Platinum Jubilee.

Prudential plc

Shriti Vadera, The Rt Hon. the Baroness Vadera, PC
Chair, Prudential plc
United Kingdom

As a child of the Commonwealth, born in Uganda, 
growing up in India, and moving to the UK, I have a 
long-standing appreciation of The Queen’s service. 
Chairing Prudential with its 174-year history, now 
exclusively operating in Asia and Africa, the benefits 
to us all from working together in communities 
across the Commonwealth are clearer than ever.
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Seed 

JP Fabri
Partner, Seed
Malta

Her Majesty remains a beacon of stability and 
commitment in a world which is becoming ever 
more difficult to navigate. Her love and passion 
to the Commonwealth has translated into impact 
and action, for all this and more, the members of 
The Commonwealth remain grateful for  
Her contribution.

Royal Mail

Nick Landon
Chief Commercial Officer, Royal Mail 
United Kingdom 

Royal Mail has served our Nation for over 500 
years. I have been proud to do the same for over 
30 years and to support some of Her Majesty’s 
priorities that benefit everyone across the 
Commonwealth. These include active membership 
of the CWEIC, being a Founding Sponsor of 
the Queen’s Green Canopy and transporting 
the Queen’s Commonwealth Baton around the 
Nations of the Commonwealth in the run up to 
this year’s very special Commonwealth Games.

Southampton  
UK City of Culture bid 2025

Claire Whitaker OBE
Bid Director
Southampton UK City of Culture bid 2025
United Kingdom

It was an honour to serve as Chair of the Royal 
Commonwealth Society under your patronage. 
While developing Southampton’s bid to become 
UK City of Culture 2025, the role of the modern 
Commonwealth has emerged as an important 
thread of our story. Thank you for your 
leadership, inspiration and devotion.

Spafax

Andrew McLaren Burnell
Managing Director, SPAFAX International Limited
United Kingdom

The Commonwealth has been an integral part 
of the Spafax history since our establishment in 
1938. We have enjoyed a happy interaction with 
many of the territories under your wonderful 
leadership. With great pride as members of 
CWEIC, we warmly congratulate you and wish 
you happiness on your Jubilee. 
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The Federation of Bangladesh 
Chambers of Commerce & 
Industry (FBCCI)

Md. Jashim Uddin
President, FBCCI
Bangladesh

On behalf of the people of Bangladesh, I would 
like to congratulate Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth 
on the 70th anniversary of her accession to the 
throne of the UK and the Commonwealth. Her 
devotion to a life of service and unifying power 
are a source of inspiration to the people across 
and beyond the Commonwealth

Standard Chartered

Jonathan Bewes
Vice Chairman, CIB, Standard Chartered Bank
United Kingdom 

Her Majesty’s dedication is inspiring. With a 
banking network in many Commonwealth 
countries, Standard Chartered is dedicated 
to driving commerce, prosperity and 
tackling key issues including climate change, 
economic participation and globalisation. The 
Commonwealth’s mission to improve citizen 
well-being inspires us as we deliver for our global 
stakeholder groups. 

The Institute of Export and 
International Trade

Marco Forgione
Director General, The Institute of Export & 
International Trade
United Kingdom

The Institute of Export and International Trade 
empowers people across the world to lead 
change through trade. The leadership that 
Her Majesty The Queen has provided across 
the Commonwealth throughout her reign is 
an inspiration to all of us who seek to further 
international amity and peaceful development. 

TPP 

Frank Hester OBE
Founder and CEO, TPP
United Kingdom

Throughout her reign, Her Majesty has been the 
embodiment of integrity and stability. She inspires 
others and shows genuine compassion for all, 
qualities that I both admire and seek to emulate 
in my own leadership.

I send my heartfelt and sincere congratulations to 
Her Majesty on her Platinum Jubilee.
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Twenty14 Holdings

Adeeb Ahamed
Managing Director, Twenty14 Holdings
United Arab Emirates

As the Head of the Commonwealth, Her Majesty 
Queen Elizabeth II is an icon of inspiration 
for people across the world. Her leadership 
is something member nations look up to, as 
we navigate a challenging period that demands 
responsible action, for a safe and better 
tomorrow.

Trade and Investment 
Queensland

Dave Stewart
Agent-General for Queensland in the UK and 
Queensland Trade and Investment Commissioner, 
Europe, Trade and Investment Queensland 
Australia

Her Majesty’s remarkable, inspiring and historic 
reign is a testament to her unwavering leadership 
and character, both as our Head of State and as 
a person. Through her measured example, the 
Queen demonstrates an enduring commitment 
and purpose to service that we all can take great 
inspiration and comfort from.

United Kingdom  
Accreditation Service

Lord Jamie Lindsay
Chairman, United Kingdom Accreditation Service
United Kingdom

The Queen and the Commonwealth bring 
great benefits across the member nations by 
encouraging international trade. Recognising 
accredited conformity assessment across the 
Commonwealth reduces trade barriers and 
brings increased prosperity for all. The United 
Kingdom Accreditation Service is proud to 
support The Queen, the Commonwealth and the 
Commonwealth Standards Network.

Universal Merchant Bank

Nana Dwemoh Benneh 
CEO, Universal Merchant Bank 
Ghana

Her Majesty’s record-breaking Jubilee is 
a milestone we celebrate with her as a 
Commonwealth nation. This network of nations 
has allowed us in Ghana and at UMB to tap 
into profitable and positive global partnerships. 
Therein lies the great legacy- bringing together 
many for a common good. Afehyia-Pa from UMB 
and Ghana to Her Majesty.
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YOA Insurance Brokers

Enitan Solarin
Managing Director, YOA Insurance Brokers
Nigeria

Her Majesty, The Queen has been an icon of 
strength, tenacity, and fairness for many decades. 
Her support to Nigeria through her government 
resulted in closer economic ties & benefits 
between Nigeria and Commonwealth nations. 
Her leadership has seen Commonwealth 
nations blossom on all fronts. She is indeed a 
beacon to emulate.

Visit Gibraltar

Hon Vijay Daryanani MP
Minister for Business, Tourism and The Port
HM Government of Gibraltar
Gibraltar

We would like to express our heartfelt gratitude 
for your dedicated service to the family of 
nations and the Commonwealth over the last 
70 years.  Gibraltar are proud members of the 
Commonwealth and your leadership has been truly 
inspiring. We look forward to celebrating your 
historic reign in June. Heartiest Congratulations on 
your Platinum Jubilee!

Zenith Bank

Jim Ovia, CON
Founder and Chairman, Zenith Bank Plc
Nigeria

As the longest reigning monarch in British 
history, Her Majesty The Queen is a symbol 
of resilience and longevity. She is dearly 
regarded as a role model we are proud to be 
associated with, as a business and as citizens 
of the Commonwealth.








